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(Patient, Provider, Policy Maker)
All work for a shared vision“QUALITY HEALTH CARE FOR ALL”
““It is my aspiration that health finally will be seen not as a blessing to be wished for, but as a human right to be fought for.”
United Nations Secretary-General Kofi Annan Kofi Annan
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CHAPTER ONE

OVERVIEW

ABOUT UGANDA NATIONAL HEALTH
USERS’/CONSUMERS ORGANISATION

It is important as a community monitor of
health services to know the background,
objectives and programme activities that
promote consumer advocacy for the right
to health in Uganda.

Founded in 1999
Employs a Right Based Approach that empowers health
care beneficiaries focusing on strengthening capacities of
local communities to demand and hold service providers
and policy makers accountable
Overarching operating framework is the Rights Based
Approach (RBA)

VISION
We work to build “A Uganda where the healthcare system guarantees full
enjoyment of the right to health by all people.”

MISSION
We exist: “To promote full integration and implementation of the rights
based approach in Uganda’s health sector through meaningful citizen-duty
3
bearer engagement in healthcare planning and delivery.”
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CHAPTER TWO

HEALTH RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

OVERVIEW
The consumer health rights as advocated for by UNHCO is an
empowerment process for health consumers to fully understand
their health rights and obligations, and take responsibility for
their own health.

KEY DEFINITIONS
1.
2.

RIGHTS: refer to entitlements to every individual in society.
RESPONSIBILITIES: these refer to obligations and duties.

THE RIGHTS OF PATIENTS
Patients have the following rights;
1. Respect
2. The right to receive equal treatment
3. Right to Optimum Treatment
4. Right to Information
5. Self Determination
6. Right to Privacy
7. Participation and representation
8. Right to redress and grievances
9. The right to die in dignity
10. The right to spiritual / moral comfort

THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A
PATIENT
A patient has the obligation to:
1. Provide accurate and complete information to the
healthcare provider
2. Cooperate and comply with treatment and follow-up
actions.
3. Fulfill financial and other contractual obligations
4. Understand the conditions, limitations and consequences
in the process of seeking and provision of healthcare
5. Avoid personal injury and Harmful behavior
6. Respect the rights and well being of others (including
health workers and other patients).
7. Follow rules and regulations of the health facility
8. Support the health care system/institution
9. Support all preventive and curative measures as stipulated
by the MOH.
10. Respect public and personal property.
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Health workers have a responsibillity to provide relevant information
to patients and communities.
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CHAPTER THREE

OVERVIEW
Health is a right to be enjoyed by
everyone however this is not the
case for the majority of health
care users. It’s therefore necessary
to address these imbalances.

LEARN-BY-HEART
(a)

(b)

The minimum package of
health care services that
should be available at
each type of facility (staff,
equipment, medicines &
supllies, care, etc.)
Policies which affect health
services at the community
level (PHC, HUMC, technical
interventions,
drug
management system)

IDENTIFY
(c)

Key health care issues that
require attention.

PUBLIC HEALTH CARE SERVICES

UGANDA’S HEALTH SYSTEM
WHAT IS A HEALTH SYSTEM?
A health system includes “all activities whose primary purpose is to promote, restore or
maintain Health”.
In Uganda the healthcare delivery system is organised as follows:
HCI-non facility based
Village Health Teams (VHTs)/Community Medicine Distributors
· Each village is supposed to have these volunteers based in the community, providing
health promotion activities/ information to treating minor ailments.
Non-facility based
Health centre II
Every parish (Muluka) is supposed to have one of these centers.
· A health centre II facility, serving a few thousand people.
· Should be able to treat common diseases like malaria
· It is supposed to be led by an enrolled nurse, working with a midwife
· It runs an out-patient clinic, treating common diseases and offering antenatal care.
Refer patients to higher level.
Health centre III
· This facility should be located in every sub-county (Gombolola) in Uganda.
· These centers should have about 18 staff, led by a Senior Clinical Officer.
· It should also have a functioning laboratory.
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Health centre IV/ District Hospital
· This level of health facility serves a county (Ssaza).
· Has all or most services found at HCIII, it should have
wards for men, women, and children and should be
able to admit patients.
· It should have a senior medical officer and another
doctor as well as a theatre for carrying out operations.

Uganda Health System

Regional Referral Hospital (RRH)
• Serves a demarcated region
• Should have all the services offered at a health centre
IV, plus specialized clinics – such as mental health and
dentistry – and consultant physicians.
National Referral and Teaching Hospital
• At the top of the healthcare chain is the national referral
hospital.
• Should be a learning centre.
• Should handle refered patients from all parts of the
country
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CHAPTER FOUR

UNDERSTANDING THE COMMUNITY
ADVOCACY PROCESS

Be visible, Raise your voice, Be Heard!!! Advocate
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OVERVIEW

THE ADVOCACY PROCESS

The advocacy process is dynamic. it involves
different actors and ideas and it’s the best
way to involve the community.
This topic will empower you to advocate for
health rights.
LEARN-BY-HEART

·
·

Meaning of advocacy
Importance of advocacy in promoting
health rights.

WHAT IS ADVOCACY?
Advocacy is a process that is aimed at
mobilizing community action on an issue
of common concern to change attitudes,
actions, policies and laws for the betterment
of people affected by that issue.
IMPORTANCE OF ADVOCACY
Helps in collecting important information for
the purpose of;
· Highlighting issues in the community
(consensus building);
· building consensus on the identified
critical issues (critical mass);
· action to make better a particular situation
(common voice for policy change)
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CHAPTER FIVE

COMMUNITY DIALOGUE FOR
PROMOTION OF HEALTH RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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OVERVIEW
The best way to get communities
to participate in their healthcare
is through community dialogues.
LEARN-BY-HEART

·

Identify
resources
and
opportunities for conducting
effective community dialogue
In the case that the community monitor will hold a sensitization/dialogue meeting, it is crucial for a healthworker to be a part of this meeting to clarify on the services available at the respective health centre.

STEPS IN PREPARING FOR A
COMMUNITY DIALOGUE
a. Identify issues relevant to the
needs of the community to be
discussed.
b. Select time and venue that
is convenient, best suits the
environment and audience
c. Inform relevant authorities to get
support, permission, participation etc.
d. Send Invitation to expected
audience early enough for them to
prepare for the dialogue (Use most
appropriate method e.g. radio and
church /mosque announcements,
letters and do to door )

e. Select facilitators and key resource
persons and clarify thier roles and
responsibilities

·

Was the audience in agreement with the issue at
hand(did they take it as an issue to be advocated
for)

f. Consider relevant motivatio for the
community to attend the dialogue

·

What interested the audience most?

·

What irritated the audience?

g. Ensure that you have the neccessary
facilitation materials in place (flip charts,
markers and IEC materials)

·

Were the methods appropriate?

·

What resolutions/recommendations were made?

·

What new issues come up in the dialogue

·

How are you going to follow up on the issues raised

·

What is your opinion on the issues raised

AFTER THE COMMUNITY DIALOGUE
The community advocate should evaluate
herself/ himself.
·

Was the objective of the dialogue
achieved?

N.B Ensure that all issues and proceedings of the
dialogue are recorded
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CHAPTER SIX

FEEDBACK MECHANISMS IN
HEALTH CARE SERVICES

OVERVIEW
This topic focuses on understanding the mechanisms for
providing feedback on health services with emphasis
on health unit management committees and how the
information gathered can be utilized to make informed
decisions and policies for better health care.
LEARN-BY-HEART
(a) Feedback mechanisms for health services in the community.
(b) Roles and functions of a HUMC in health care service provision.
(c) Concept of community monitoring
(d) Application of tools/approaches the facilitate community monitoring

WHAT ARE FEEDBACK MECHANISMS?
Feedback Mechanisms are “Avenues - either a
person or place- whereby stakeholders can discuss
and resolve complaints, suggestions, comments,
concerns, compliments, or general queries
regarding the health care provided by their health
facility”.

WHAT ARE THE EXISTING FEEDBACK MECHANISMS?
· Suggestion boxes. However proper guidelines and
procedures should be put in place to handle the
suggestion boxes.
· Community dialogues: Consultation meetings for
health workers and consumers/ local leaders on
quality of health services.
· Health Unit Management Committees (for hospitals
or health centres)
· Health consumers’ committees.
· Feedback desks in health units
· Hotlines on health services.
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Sample feedback –suggestion box

Explain to the community how to use the suggestion box
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IN WHICH WAYS CAN THE COMMUNITY PARTICIPATE IN
FEEDBACK MECHANISMS?
The community can participate in feedback mechanisms by
doing the following:
1. Utilizing the services at the health unit
2. Giving information on the quality of services by giving
compliments or reporting complaints through writing or
verbal communication to the HUMC, or use of suggestion
box or to the provider.

What the Community Advocate can
do to Enhance Feedback
·

·
·
·

·

3. Another way the community can participate is through
dialogue with the providers and members of HUMC.

·

WHO SHOULD ENGAGE IN FEEDBACK?

·

· Service provider
· Consumer
· Policy makers

WHAT IS A HEALTH UNIT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
(HUMC)?
It is a committee set up by law to supervise health service delivery

WHAT ARE ITS ROLES?
The roles of the HUMC include;
1. To monitor the general administration of the health centre
2. Management of facility finances.
3. To monitor the procurement, storage and utilization of all
goods and services

Focus on helping individuals to pursue a
complaint about a particular
service.
Aim to ensure complainants have access
to the support they need.
Provide complainants with information
and advice.
Be an advocate for the patient e.g. writes
letters, attend meetings and speak
on
their behalf.
Ensure that patients have a clear
understanding of what to expect and
a realistic expectation of the possible
outcome.
Advice patients of the options open to
them once a response has been
received.
Redress

4.
To
foster
improved
communication with the public,
thereby encouraging community
participation in health activities
within and outside the unit.

HOW EFFECTIVE IS THE HUMC
AS A FEEDBACK MECHANISM
1.
The HUMC is very effective
when its active and can lead to
resolving problems raised from the
community
2.
It can also be effective if the
community is fairly and correctly
represented

3.
then it becomes very ineffective

However when its inactive

HOW CAN OTHER FEEDBACK MECHANISMS USE OR BE USED
BY HUMC?
1. HUMC members can participate in community dialogue meetings
and give feedback to the HUMC.
2. HUMC members can manage suggestion boxes and feedback
desks.
3. HUMC members can be assigned to follow up on media reports
and can take information to media for passing on to the public.
4. HUMC can be informed about the common concerns given via
feedback desks and hotlines and plan for addressing them.
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HEALTH UNIT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEES AS A FEEDBACK MECHANISM

HUMC members should provide feedback to community members
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THE COMMUNITY SCORE CARD
THE COMMUNIITY
SCORECARD(CSC): UNHCO
METHODOLOGY AND APPLICATION

THE PROCESS EMPLOYED BY UNHCO IN IMPLEMENTING THE
COMMUNITY SCORE CARD IS DESCRIBED BELOW.

UNHCO Framework for Application of the
Community Score Card (CSC)
The Community Scorecard process is an approach
where community members and healthcare providers
independently define what they consider quality
services; come together to develop a combined list;
rate the current quality; and develop and monitor
action plans to address deficiencies.
WHAT is NOT part of the Scorecard?
• It is NOT about finger-pointing or blaming.
• It is NOT designed to settle personal scores.
• It is NOT supposed to create conflict.
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CSC - METHODOLOGY CONTINUED...
1.Planning and Preparation for the Community Score card GroundWork
a.Training
The UNHCO community monitors, who are primarily responsible for facilitating the community score card process
at community level, are oriented/ trained in application of the community score card
— Preliminary Stratification of Community. E.g. Breakdown by Gender
b.Community Mobilisation and Sensitization
(Raising Community Awareness on Standards, Entitlements, Rights and Responsibilities)

Prepare in advance: Draw scorecard tables
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CSC - METHODOLOGY CONTINUED...

Sample Input-Tracking Matrix

Developing an Input Tracking Matrix
· Inputs are the resources that are allocated to a service
delivery point in order to ensure the efficient delivery of
that particular service

2. Establishing mechanisms for
feedback
· Platforms for healthcare users and
workers to score against services
and self-generated indicators or
areas of interest.
· Conducting community scoring
of performance; providers self
evaluation
Agree on a scoring scale, for example:
a) 1 - (Very Bad)
b)

2 – (Bad)

c)

3 – (Fair)

d)

4 – (Good)

e)

5 – (Very Good)
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CSC - MEHODOLOGY CONTINUED...
An example of a performance evaluation score card

A women’s Focus Group Discussion

Health workers’ assesment of services

The men’s focus group discussion
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CSC - MEHODOLOGY CONTINUED...
3. Joint platform for health users and
providers
A joint platform - the interface meeting of
health workers (service providers) and users;
to identify critical areas for intervention by
either and/or both parties but also issues that
the Sub-county/County needs to address
urgently.
The Interface Meeting:
—
Prepare both sides very well
—
Ensure participation
—
Show both the community and
providers each others’ results
—
Facilitate productive dialogue
• Come up with some concrete
reforms
• Obtain some commitment for
follow-up
The output for this meeting is the Joint Action
Plan that specifies the issues to be addressed,
by whom, timeline for addressing the issues
raised, and intended outputs/outcomes.

An example of an action planning matrix

4. Follow-up on the Action Plan
a. At community level
— To follow-up on progress in achieving action-plan targets
— Monitor the implementation of the action plan.
b. At district and national levels
— feedback and action plans drawn by the community and providers are
shared with relevant district and national level officials,
— and with, institutions and civil society organizations working in the health
sector for increased advocacy and action for change
• Lobbying the district
• Strengthening support for the scorecard and social accountability
• And, responding to community concerns.
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CSC - MEHODOLOGY CONTINUED...
5. Institutionalization
· Lobbying local and central governments to integrate CSC
findings in their decentralization programs as the basis for
resource allocation/ performance based incentives.
· Building capacity of Community Based Organisations’ staff on
how to conduct a CSC to undertake the exercise on a sustained
basis.
· Disseminating information in public domain through grass
root media like community radio, press etc.
One of the health workers
presenting results of the health
providers self assessment
of health services during an
interface meeting

Sample Action Plan
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Illustration of the UNHCO Process of Applying the Community Score Card
	
  

Platform of Service Providers
To self assess services they
provide, prepare information and
issues to share with clients to
improve service delivery. Use
service indicators. Facilitated by
third party/community monitors	
  

Platform for service users
Provides	
  
Services	
  to	
  

To assess services provided using
service indicators and self
generated indicators. Facilitated by
a third party/community monitors

Inputs/	
  
Services	
  

	
  

Platform for sub-county officials
To self assess /services they
provide, prepare information and
issues to share with clients and/or
health workers to improve service
delivery. Use service indicators.
Facilitated by third party/community
workers

	
  

Joint Platform for service providers and clients/users (INTERFACE)

Interface meeting of service providers and clients to identify critical areas for intervention
by either and/or both parties but also issues that the Sub-county/Division,
district/Municipality and central government needs to attend-to to improve service
delivery.

	
  
	
  

Joint ACTION PLAN to Improve Services

District/Municipality/Division/Sub-county
1. Provides inputs for services
2. Oversees planning and delivery of services.
Receives and consolidates feedback for planning and shares it with central
government. Policies for provision of various services

	
  

Central Government / National Level
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